Tour in autumn 4.-11./12.10.2017 to Moldova and Ukraine 8 days
Included Transnistria, Odessa and Kiev! Price 1350/ 1450 euro
In the autumn now also participate in winefestivals. In the autumn program, for example more personal
vineyards and fascinating challenged Gagauzia, Transnistria and Ukraine, Odessa and Kiev!
Price 1430 Euros with flying operations and all the program, accomodation and almost fullboard. No visa
for Schengen citizens!

Day 1 Wednesday 4.10.2017 output UIA's flight from Helsinki-Vantaa Airport via the Chisinau Kiev, where
we will arrive at 20.50. At 22 SIGN UP 5 star Radissons Blu 5 stars hotel and we enjoy a welcome dinner on
Vatra Neaumului -etnoravintolassa.
Day 2 05.102017. Breakfast. At 9:00 am Walking tour in Chisinau. Departure Cricova world belong to the
underground wine cellars, which is mm. are classified as national old value wines. The area comprises 53
hectares and more than 200 km of corridors, great museums, great restaurants and others. The area could
be described as an underground city of wine or wine temple, where astronaut Yuri Gagarin got lost for a
day, and with V. Putin celebrated its 50th anniversary. Us served of course, good wine tasting. We're
moving in the area with small trains.
After an underground adventure we drive by bus to Orheiul Vechi area, the national landscape of Moldova.
It is a valuable example. history, great canyons and tone of the old Butuceni and Trebuceni eco-villages due.
There have been plenty of archelogical discoveries of the dacians, the ancient splendor of the times and the
caves of the area has been inhabited for thousands of years. It is also a nature reserve. In Trebuceni we
enjoy authentic folk music and dances, and we were served a traditional lunch. We go to the mountain
slope in a cave monastery and the impressive panoramic location. In Butuceni we accomodate in the
picturesque village for two nights, and we have the opportunity to enjoy the real village atmosphere of
Moldova on the quality of food and accommodation without compromising on! (Swimming pool, sauna,
etc.)
3. day 06/102017. After breakfast depart for the north of Chateau Vartely winery. Then interesting city of
Soroca. The Moldovan lunch, La Cetatea restaurant. Sorocan in wonder built by the gypsies in special
palaces-houses (eg. The White House) and visit the restored, located on the border of Ukraine Dnistr River,
the fortress, which played an important role in the defense eg. Turks and Tatars against. We hear stories
from a local guide around the legend. Located on a visit to Rudi Arionestin a wooded conservation area
Rudin convent. In the evening we return to the village of Butuceni.
4 day of 07/10/2017. Breakfast. Departure from Butuceni Chisinau, with accommodation for two nights in a
five star hotel Radissons blu. We move from our hotel to the nearby central square to celebrate the grand
opening of the annual wine festival. The program includes music and dancing, as well as extensive wine
fairs, which can make a purchase. Lunch at 14 in La Taifa. Then we have the rest of the day free time to
explore the city! Chisinau is a wonderful and interesting city. In the park it is the Eastern European greenest
capitals. There are also several interesting museums
Day 5. 08/10/2017. After breakfast we go for a unique tour of South-autonomous region of Gagauzia in
Moldova. The program includes. Gagauzia, sightseeing in the capital Comrat, Besalman Museum and the
traditional gagauzian spending, such as wedding rituals. Gagauzia is as willful corner of Moldova as
Transnistria, but right here heritage is based on more Orient. We will also visit Europe in the last collective
farm Popeda. Before returning to Chisinau visit the prime vineyard Et Cetera, where we eat a delicious,

local lunch. Return to the last night in Chisinau Radissons Blu Hotel, where a gourgous, full of fruits fruit and
other delicacies for breakfast mixed with some spice live harp playing.

6. day. 09/10/2017 Monday. Departure by bus to Tiraspol, the capital of Transinstrian. Tours and walking.
Before moving to Ukraine will visit the newly restored MIMI Castel Winery, which was one of the leading
wine manufacturers in the early 1900s Bessarabia. We eat a delicious lunch in the castle. Arriving at the
beach of the Black Sea to Odessa at about 16. Stay in a hotel and then we have a city tour on foot, and
dinner.
Day 7. 10.10.2017 Tuesday. Full day program in Odessa and its surroundings. Sightseeing tours, visits to
museums and such. Shustov cognac factory (6-20 years old qualities), a fabulous lunch and free time.
Possible opera evening who are interested. Odessa restored old center includes history. Dinner at local
restaurant within walking distance from the hotel.
Day 8 Wednesday, 11.10.2017. Early departure from the hotel. Flight from Odessa to Kiev, capital of
Ukraine. OR: Possibility to stay one more day in Kiev! we have citytour by bus to the ancient metropolis,
which hosted the Eurovision Song Contest in the spring. Lunch. Local guideVisit to the famous palace of
former president Viktor Janukovich etc. We will decide the extra program together!
Day 9. Breakfast. Flight from Kiev To Helsinki at 9.15-11.5. AM.

Luxury program with meals and wineyards and brandyfactory with only EUR 1 430, including high-quality
accommodations and the full program. Welcome abroad!

